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Abstrat
This paper presents a framework for systematially animating spei-
ations using testgraphs: direted graphs that partially model the spe-
iation being animated. Sequenes for the animation are derived by
traversing the testgraph. The framework provides a testgraph editor that
allows users to edit testgraphs and supports automated testgraph traver-
sal. We demonstrate our framework on a small speiation, and disuss
its appliation on two larger speiations. Experiene with the frame-
work so far indiates that it an be used to eetively animate small to
medium-sized speiations and that it an reveal a signiant number of
problems in these speiations.
1 Introdution
Speiation animation allows users to pose questions about the speiation
that an be answered quikly and automatially. While results obtained via
animation are less general than results gained from tehniques suh as theorem
proving and model heking, animation requires less expertise and an detet
many types of errors in speiations. This gives speiation designers a way
to test that their speiations behave as intended, but is also useful for demon-
strating the behaviour of the speiation to end users, who typially have
little-to-no knowledge of formal notations and speiations, and, as a result,
annot determine the behaviour of a speiation using manual analysis.
Muh like testing, performing ad-ho animation does not give a high-level
of assurane. If we try to nd errors in a speiation using only a small
number of ases, we have to ensure that the ases seleted adequately over
the speiation. Most urrent literature on animation desribes only tools and
methods for exeution or interpretation of speiations, or simply mentions
that animation has been used, with little or no desription on how and why
spei ases were seleted.
Miller and Strooper [17℄ present a method for systematially animating spei-
ations. They doument the proess using an animation plan, and use the spe-
iation to generate animation inputs. This approah was ompletely manual,
and took signiant time and eort. In this paper, we use the idea of animation
using a testgraph [12℄: a direted graph that partially models the possible states
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and transitions of a speiation. Sequenes are derived from the testgraph by
traversing the testgraph repeatedly from the start node and ases for animation
are generated from these sequenes. This provides a systemati approah to an-
imation that is partially automated and repeatable. Testing using graphs and
nite state mahines is not a new onept, but, to our knowledge, it has never
been applied to animation. Experiene so far with this framework indiates it
an be used to eetively animate small to medium-sized speiations and an
reveal a signifant number of problems in these speiation.
After reviewing related work in Setion 2, we disuss bakground on the
speiation language and animation tool used in this work. We then present a
method for animation using testgraphs in Setion 4, and a framework with tool
support for this method in Setion 5. In Setion 6, we disuss experiene with
this framework. We then onlude the paper.
2 Related Work
In this setion, we present related work on animation and testing, espeially
testing using nite state mahines (FSMs) and graphs.
2.1 Animation
There are several animation tools that automatially exeute or interpret spe-
iations. PiZA [10℄ is an animator for Z. PiZA translates speiations into
Prolog to generate output variables. PiZA provides a faility to embed Pro-
log statements within the Z speiations and make alls to Prolog from the
speiations. The B-Model animator [21℄ is the animator used in the B for-
mal development proess [20℄. It is used to animate speiations written in
B's model-oriented speiation language. The Software Cost Redution (SCR)
toolset [9℄ ontains an animator that is used to test speiations. The IFAD
VDM++ Toolbox [13℄, used for development from the objet-oriented extension
of VDM, ontains an interpreter. This interpreter is used to test speiations,
and ontains a overage tool that measures what perentage of speiation
statements are exerised for eah operation during a trae.
Pipedream [15℄ is another animator for the Z speiation language. Pipedream
transforms the speiation into rst-order logi to determine prediates and -
nite sets, whih help Pipedream establish whih speiations are exeutable.
Kazmierzak et al. [15℄ outline an approah for speiation animation using
Pipedream ontaining three steps: performing an initialisation hek; verifying
the preonditions of shemas; and performing a simple reahability property.
2.2 Testing using Graphs and Finite State Mahines
Homan and Strooper [11, 12℄ generate test ases for C++ lasses by automat-
ially traversing a testgraph, a direted graph that partially models the states
and transitions of the lass-under-test, using Classbenh. Later work by Murray
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et al. [18℄ and Carrington et al. [3℄ desribe generating Classbenh testgraphs
from FSMs. States for these FSMs are derived by using the Test Template
Framework [4, 19℄ to speify sets of test ases, and extrating pre- and post-
states from these test ases. Transitions are then drawn between eah node
if possible, and the FSM is onverted into testgraph. We build on this work
by using testgraphs to sequene animation, but rather than derive testgraphs
from FSMs, the user an simply generate the testgraph manually. Relying on
the speiation do generate the testgraph does not make as muh sense in our
appliation, beause we want to use the testgraph to determine the orretness
of the speiation.
Dik and Faivre [5℄ also generate test sequenes by retrieving the pre- and
post-states from test ases generated by partitioning shemas into disjuntive
normal form (DNF), and using them as the states of FSMs. A transition is
reated between two states if the two states an be related via an operation.
The FSA is then traversed, with every branh exeuted at least one.
Bosman and Shmidt [1℄ use FSMs to test objet-oriented programs. Two
state mahines are developed. One is the state mahine for the speiation,
alled the design FSM, and the other is the state mahine for the implementa-
tion, alled the representation FSM. If two state mahines behave idential for
all possible input sequenes, then they are onsidered idential.
Callahan et al. [2℄ have also used model heking to drive testing. They
use the ounter-example feature found in model hekers to derive sequenes
for testing. They apply slight syntatial hanges to speiations to reate
mutants that purposely fore the model-heker to nd a ounter-example of a
property, and then use the paths in these ounter examples to derive FSMs for
driving the testing proess.
3 Bakground
In this setion, we present the example used throughout this paper, and intro-
due the Possum animation tool [7, 8℄ used in this work.
3.1 Example - IntSet
The example is an integer set alled IntSet . The speiation is shown in Fig-
ure 1.
The IntSet module is speied in Sum [14℄, a modular extension to Z, and
like all Sum speiations, ontains a state shema, an initialisation shema, and
zero or more operation shemas. The state shema onsists of a state variable
intset (a power set of integers), and a state invariant, whih restrits the intset
to a maximum size of 10, dened by the onstant maxsize. The initialisation
shema is used to set the initial state of the module, and in this example, it sets
intset to be empty.
Sum uses expliit preonditions in operation shemas, denoted using the
pre keyword, and also expliitly denes whih state variables an be hanged by
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IntSet
maxsize == 10
state
intset : PZ
#intset  maxsize
init
intset
0
= f g
op add
x? : Z
pre(x? 62 intset ^
#intset < maxsize)
intset
0
= intset [ fx?g
hanges onlyfintsetg
op remove
x? : Z
pre(x? 2 intset)
intset
0
= intset n fx?g
hanges onlyfintsetg
op isMember
x? : Z
out ! : B
out !, x? 2 intset
hanges onlyfg
op size
size! : N
size! = #intset
hanges onlyfg
Figure 1: Sum Speiation of IntSet
using the hanges only funtion, whih takes, as its sole argument, a set of state
variables that are allowed to hange for the operation. Like Z, input and output
variables are deorated using ? and ! respetively, and post-state variables are
primed (
0
). The init shema and all operation shemas automatially inlude
the state shema in their delarations.
The four operation shemas in the IntSet module are: add , whih adds a
partiular integer to the set if that integer is not already in the set and the set
is not full; remove, whih removes a partiular integer from the set provided it
is in the set; isMember , whih returns a boolean indiating whether a partiular
integer is in the set; and size, whih returns the size of the set.
3.2 Possum
Possum is an animator for Z and Z-like speiation languages, inluding Sum.
Possum interprets queries made in Sum and responds with simpliations of
those queries. A speiation an be animated by stepping through operations,
and Possum will update the state after eah operation. The example below
shows a query sent to Possum for the add operation in IntSet with the value 3
substituted for the input x?. Let us assume that the value of the state variable
intset before the query is f1g:
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Figure 2: Default Possum Interfae for IntSet
add f3/x?g
Possum returns with:
[intset := f1g, intset' := f1, 3g℄
This means that the value of the state variable intset has been updated to
f1; 3g. Possum also displays any bindings for any variables that it instantiates,
but the add operation has none other than intset and intset
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Possum supports plug-in user interfaes for speiations written in Tl/Tk,
whih allows people not familiar with the speiation language to interat with
the speiation through a user interfae. Possum denes a simple default user-
interfae for every speiation animated, whih ontains the urrent binding
for eah state variable in the speiation being animated. Figure 2 shows
the default user-interfae, whih displays the state of the speiation being
animated in a text window.
4 Animation Using Testgraphs
In this setion, we disuss using testgraphs to perform animation. We use
testgraphs beause they are straightforward to derive, and deriving ases from
testgraphs an be done quikly and automatially. Testgraphs give us a planned,
doumented, and repeatable approah to animation that allows us to analyse the
speiation as a whole instead of animating eah of the operations in isolation.
4.1 Deriving a Testgraph
A testgraph is a direted graph that partially models the states and transitions
of the speiation being animated. Eah node in the testgraph represents
a possible state that the speiation an reah, and eah ar represents a
transition (a sequenes of alls to operations) that moves the speiation from
one state to another. One state in the testgraph is seleted as the start node,
and this node represents the initial state.
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EMPTY
ODD
EVEN
ALL
REMOVEEVEN
REMOVEODD
ADDEVEN
REMOVALL
ADDODD
Figure 3: Testgraph for IntSet
Using animation, it is infeasible to hek the entire state spae of speia-
tions, exept for speiations with very small state spaes. If we look at the
IntSet example, whih is a small speiation by industry standards, the size
of the state spae is innite. Therefore, we selet a subset of the state spae as
nodes for our testgraph. In the ontext of animation, the state spae ontains
all states that an be reahed; the testgraph nodes are the set of states that will
be reahed during animation.
The state of a speiation provides important information about the se-
letion of states for animation. For example, the add operation in IntSet will
behave dierently when the set is full (has maxsize elements in it) to when it is
not full.
Standard testing pratie advoates many methods for seleting speial state
values using rules suh as the interval rule. For the IntSet example, we selet our
states based on the size of the set, and inlude four states: an empty set, a set
that is half-full ontaining only odd numbers, a set that is half-full ontaining
only even numbers, and a set that is full ontaining both even and odd numbers.
One we have our testgraph nodes, we derive ars for the testgraph to be used
as transitions during animation. We require eah node to have at least one ar
leading in to it, exept the start node, otherwise the node will be unreahable.
Figure 3 shows the testgraph for the IntSet speiation. Here, we have four
nodes representing the states derived above: EMPTY, ODD, EVEN, and ALL.
EMPTY is the start node and this is indiated by the node being shaded. The
ve ars on the testgraph hange the state of IntSet from one state to another.
For example, the ADDODD ar represents a transition that adds 1, 3, 5, 7 and
9 to the set. This takes us from EMPTY to ODD.
4.2 Traversing the Testgraph
We speify operations for our speiation that make the transitions dened in
the testgraph using the ar labels as the name for the operations. For example,
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ADDODD == addf1=x?g
o
9
addf3=x?g
o
9
addf5=x?g
o
9
addf7=x?g
o
9
addf9=x?g
Figure 4: ADDODD Operation for IntSet
the ADDODD transition in the IntSet testgraph is shown in Figure 4, where
o
9
represents the sequential omposition of operations by identifying the post-state
of the shema on the left as the pre-state of the shema on the right.
We generate our animation sequenes by traversing the testgraph to ahieve
ar overage. The other two types of overage onsidered were node and path
overage. Node overage does not traverse every transition in a graph, and path
overage is infeasible for graphs with a yle. Ar overage traverses every ar,
visits every node (provided all testgraph nodes and ars are reahable from the
start node), and is straightforward to ahieve.
4.3 Cheking States and Operations
One the testgraph has proeeded to a new node, we want to hek properties
of the urrent state of the speiation, e.g., that after the transition ADDODD
from EMPTY to ODD , intset = f1; 3; 5; 7; 9g, and the size operation returns
size! = 5.
There are two ways to do this: manually using the standard Possum inter-
fae, or partially automated using CHECK shemas.
The manual approah involves heking the urrent value of the state is
orret for eah node, and manually invoking the operations that we wish to
hek. For example, after the ADDODD transition, we would hek that the
new value of intset is f1; 3; 5; 7; 9g. We would then invoke the size operation,
expeting size! = 5 to be returned, and invoke the isMember operation for at
least two values, one that returns true and one that returns false.
For the partially automated approah, we dene shemas that automati-
ally hek the properties for the urrent state of the speiation. For ex-
ample, the CHECK ODD shema, shown in Figure 5, is used to hek: that
for the isMember operation, every element that returns true is in the intset
state variable, and vie versa
1
; that the size operation returns size! = 5 and
does not hange the state, and that intset = f1; 3; 5; 7; 9g. In this shema, the
variable tgf report !
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is a nite set of MSG , where MSG is a previously de-
lared set ontaining the four possible error messages: ISMEM TRUE ERR,
ISMEM FALSE ERR, SIZE ERR, and STATE ERR. These error messages
are dened as abbreviations
To use the CHECK ODD operation to hek the ODD state, we simply run
the operation by typing CHECK ODD at the Possum prompt.
If a node has been visited previously in the traversal, we need not perform a
hek like the one above, but instead hek that the urrent value of the state is
1
Although the set Z is innite, Possum has a maximum bound for this that an be hanged
by the user
2
We use the prex tgf , whih stands for testgraph, to prevent variable name lashes.
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op CHECK ODD
tgf report ! : FMSG
(intset 6= fisMemberfstate:intset=intset ; true =out !g  x?g),
ISMEM TRUE ERR 2 tgf report !
(Zn intset 6= fisMemberfstate:intset=intset ; false =out !g  x?g),
ISMEM FALSE ERR 2 tgf report !
(9 s : N; t : PZj sizefs=size!; t=intset
0
g  s 6= 5 _ t 6= intset) ,
SIZE ERR 2 tgf report !
intset 6= f1; 3; 5; 7; 9g , STATE ERR 2 tgf report !
Figure 5: Shema CHECK ODD for IntSet
the same as the previous visit. Possum makes this possible beause it displays
bindings for variables assoiated with a speiation. If the states are the same,
our heks will not nd anything dierent. If not, we have unovered a problem
in our speiation or our testgraph. The time and eort saved by heking
whether the urrent state has been visited depends on how long the heks take
to perform.
5 Tool Support
In this setion, we desribe tool support for the method outlined in Setion 4.
Applying this method manually is time-onsuming.
The tool desribed in this setion, alled the Possum Testgraph Framework,
is a tool we have plugged into Possum to allow us to edit, save, and restore
testgraphs. It also has options for partial automation of testgraph traversal and
report ompilation.
5.1 Construting a Testgraph
The rst step is to onstrut a testgraph. When opened, the editor presents the
user with a blank anvas on whih the user an design their testgraph.
The user an add nodes to the anvas, and add a direted ar between
any two nodes, provided there is not already an ar with the same soure and
destination nodes. An ar an be removed from between two nodes, and nodes
an be removed. Removing a node also removes any ars that have that node
as the soure or destination node. Users an also selet one node to be the start
node of the testgraph.
The default labels of nodes plaed on the graph are determined by the order
they are added. However, the user an hange the label to any string not
ontaining spaes.
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Figure 6: Testgraph for IntSet
Users an also assoiate a shema with a node. This shema is invoked
during the traversal of the testgraph when the user wishes to perform a hek
on a state.
By default, ars do not have a label. They are uniquely identied by the
soure and destination nodes. However, users an add labels to ars. An ar
label is also the name of the transition shema assoiated with that ar.
Figure 6 shows the omplete testgraph for the IntSet module.
Testgraphs an be saved to disk and opened again at a later time. The user
also has the option of learing the anvas and starting a new testgraph.
5.2 Generating Paths
As disussed in Setion 4, we traverse the testgraph to ahieve ar overage.
We use the testgraph framework to automatially generate a sequene of paths
that ahieve ar overage.
5.2.1 Path Generation Algorithm
The path generation algorithm performs a depth-rst searh. It starts at the
start node, and adds eah node to the urrent path until a node that is already
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in the path is reahed, or there are no more nodes leading from the urrent node.
If there are unreahable nodes or ars, the path generation algorithm ignores
these.
There are two paths generated for the IntSet example:
< EMPTY ;ODD ;FULL;EVEN ;EMPTY >
< EMPTY ;ODD ;FULL;EMPTY >
The framework allows the user to save paths that have been generated, and
open them again at a later time. This is for three reasons:
 The user an see the paths that have been generated by the algorithm.
 The user an remove some of the paths by editing the le the paths are
saved in, thus reduing animation time.
 The user an manually generate paths, save them in a le, and open them
for use in the framework.
The le format is simple, with eah path being a sequene of node labels in
the order they are visited, separated by a spae. Paths are separated by a line
break.
5.3 Traversing the Testgraph
There are three ways that the framework allows users to traverse the testgraph:
manual traversal, partially automated traversal, and fully automated traversal.
Whihever method is used, the urrent node and ar are highlighted in the
testgraph during the traversal. The user an swith between any of the traversal
methods during a session.
5.3.1 Manually Traversing the Testgraph
The user an manually traverse an ar in the testgraph by right-liking on that
ar, and seleting \Traverse Ar" from the menu.
If the soure node of the seleted ar is not the urrent state, an error mes-
sage is displayed to the user. If the soure node is the urrent state, the ar
is traversed, the transition assoiated with that ar is sent to Possum, and the
urrent node is updated to the destination node. The tool waits for Possum to
omplete the transition before sending the shema assoiated with the destina-
tion node to Possum.
5.3.2 Stepping Through the Testgraph
The user an also hoose to step through the paths generated by the testgraph
framework. By this, we mean traverse one ar at a time. They an do this
by holding Shift and liking the middle mouse button, or by going to the the
Animate menu on the menu bar (see Figure 6) and seleting \Next Transition".
The next ar is traversed, sending the transition assoiated with the ar to
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Possum and updating the urrent node to the destination node. The tool waits
for Possum to omplete the transition before sending the shema assoiated with
the destination node to Possum.
5.3.3 Automatially Traversing the Testgraph
Automatially traversing the graph uses the paths generated by the framework,
but unlike stepping through the testgraph, no user interation is required. The
user simply selets, from the Animate menu in the menu bar, the option \Tra-
verse All Paths". The framework traverses the rst ar, sends the transition
to Possum, updates the urrent node to be the destination node, and waits for
Possum to perform the transition before sending the operation assoiated with
the destination node to Possum. It then waits for Possum to nish running the
operation, and performs the next transition in the path. This ontinues until
all ars in all paths have been traversed.
5.4 Report Generation
The hek operations disussed in Setion 4, suh as CHECK ODD , report
problems using a variable alled tgf report !, whih is a set ontaining error
and warning messages. During animation, the testgraph framework reads the
value of this variable every time it hanges, and reords its ontents, along with
the urrent transition, destination and soure nodes. The result is a report
ontaining all messages generated and where they ourred.
For example, if after the transition ADDODD from the EMPTY to ODD
nodes, the CHECK ODD operation returned an error indiating that the size
operation returned an inorret value, the report would inlude:
Transition: (ADDODD, EMPTY |--> ODD); CHECK ODD returned:
``Error: operation 'size' returning unexpeted value for 'size!'".
After sending a transition or hek to Possum during traversal, the traversal
algorithm will wait until the value of tgf report ! is read bak from Possum.
Therefore, if a transition fails, the traversal will not ontinue. To reover from
this, we dene the ADDODD operation in Figure 4 as an auxiliary operation,
ADDODD AUX whih we then use to dene an updated ADDODD , shown in
Figure 7. The new ADDODD operation rst heks to see if the transition an
be made. If so, the transition is made and tgf report ! is set to empty. If not,
the error message ADDODD FAIL, whih is a previously delared abbreviation
for the string: \Error: Transition ADDODD failed unexpetedly", is inluded
in the report variable, tgf report !.
The user an view the report at any point during or after traversal. The
report is displayed in a new window.
One the user has run the traversal, new additions to the report generated
during subsequent traversals are appended to the end. The user an lear the
report or save it to a text le.
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op ADDODD
tgf report ! : F ADDODD FAIL
if 9 state
0
 ADDODD AUX then
ADDODD AUX ^ tgf report ! = fg
else
tgf report ! = fADDODD FAILg

Figure 7: Updated ADDODD Operation for IntSet
op retrieve
tgf state! : PZ
tgf state! = intset
hanges onlyfg
Figure 8: retrieve funtion for IntSet
5.5 Advaned Features
5.5.1 Regression Animation
The testgraph framework gives the user the option to perform regression ani-
mation: where results from previous runs are used to hek the results of new
runs. When a node is visited for the rst time, the tool reords the value of the
state at that node. A hek is performed on the value of the state against this
reorded value for subsequent visits to that node.
For this to happen, the user has to dene a operation in the speiation
alled retrieve, whih retrieves the value of the state for the speiation being
animated. Figure 8 shows the retrieve funtion for IntSet .
When a testgraph is saved, the value of the state at eah node will also be
saved. When the testgraph is opened, these values will be loaded and assoiated
with their respetive nodes, and on subsequent runs, these values are ompared
to their respetive values at eah node. If there is a dierene, an error is added
to the report.
The user an turn the regression heking on and o. By default, this option
is o.
5.5.2 Memoisation
As disussed in Setion 4, one a node has been visited and the state assoiated
with that node heked, it is not neessary to hek the state on subsequent
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visits to that node if the state is the same as on previous visits. Therefore,
the framework has an option to not hek the state of a node that has been
previously visited. Instead, it reords the state of the speiation at eah node
the rst time the node is visited, and heks the states are equal on subsequent
visits. If the states are the same, the hek is not performed. This is alled
memoisation: where the results of a previous alulation are transparently saved
and reused to redue alulation time. This tehnique is also used in funtional
and logial programming languages to improve eÆieny of programs. If the
states are dierent, an error is added to the report informing the user.
Memoisation and regression animation are similar, but neither subsumes the
other beause regression animation will hek if the urrent value of the state
at a node is the same as a previous value at that node, but will still perform
the hek. Like regression animation, memoisation requires a retrieve funtion
to get the urrent value of the state.
The user an turn the memoisation on and o. By default, this option is
on.
6 Experiene
As well as the IntSet example, we have used our framework to hek several
other speiations, inluding two substantial ones: the Mass Transit Railway
(MTR) speiation and the TrakCAD speiation.
6.1 Mass Transit Railway
The MTR speiation is taken from [17℄ and this version of the speiation
was manually translated from [6℄. The speiation desribes the Hong Kong
Mass Transit Railway network. This speiation is of partiular interest to
us beause it ontains more than one module: three low-level modules and one
top-level module that uses the three low-level modules to perform its servies.
6.1.1 Informal Desription of Behaviour
The MTR onsists of a set of passengers and a set of stations that the passengers
travel between. To enter the network, a passenger must obtain a tiket, whih
is supplied to the system upon entering and exiting the network. Tikets an
be single-trip, multi-trip, or season tikets. Eah tiket has an expiry date
and a value. The value of the tiket is deremented by the fare amount when
the passenger leaves the network. Fare amounts are stored in a database that
supports the addition of new fares and the updating of existing fares. All tikets
an be reissued, but only as the same type as they were originally issued. The
urrent date an be inremented.
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6.1.2 Desription of Speiation
There are four modules in the MTR: one to reord and inrement the date, one
to store and retrieve fares, one to store and retrieve tikets and their values, and
a top-level speiation that uses these three to perform the behaviour desribed
above.
The MTR speiation ontains 23 operations, and about 400 lines of Sum.
6.1.3 Results
We hose to use a bottom-up approah to animation, where the low-level mod-
ules were animated rst, with any errors orreted, before proeeding to the
next level. Miller and Strooper [17℄ showed the value of this approah.
Eah module had its own testgraph. The modules used for maintaining the
date and fares had only 4 nodes and 4 ars eah, while the module used for
the maintaining the tikets has 11 nodes and 12 ars. The top-level module
had 13 nodes and 13 ars. The size of the top-level module was redued by not
inluding the value of the urrent day in the retrieve funtion, therefore, even
though we heked dierent days for dierent numbers of tikets, fares, et.,
we used the same node for a state with three dierent day values, and used
memoisation for these states, heking the date by hand after the traversal had
nished. This redues not only the number of nodes, but also the number and
size of paths.
Miller and Strooper [17℄ performed animation on the Mass Transit Railway
speiation, unovering ve errors in total. Our method found not only these
ve errors, but one extra error. The eort and omplexity of performing our
method were onsiderably less than the approah from [17℄. As a result, the
time taken to perform the animation was also onsiderably less.
The errors inluded: allowing state variables to hange when they were not
supposed to, swapping operands of domain restritions and subtrations, and
a preondition not restriting values that did not satisfy the postondition (a
weak preondition). The extra error unovered was the weak preondition.
6.2 TrakCAD
TrakCAD [16℄ is part of a larger, joint projet between Queensland Rail and
the Software Veriation Researh Centre. The aim of this projet is to develop
a prototype toolset to aid in onstrution of funtional speiations of railway
signalling layouts.
TrakCAD's purpose is to model the onnetivity information of railway
trak topologies. A preliminary Sum speiation of one of the modules for
TrakCAD was written and validated using Possum. Sine this speiation
was animated, many signiant hanges were made to the speiation before
we reeived a opy.
This speiation is of interest to us beause the orresponding speiation
is being developed into a ommerial tool. Until we performed animation on
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this speiation, our ase studies had either been small examples or written by
ourselves.
6.2.1 Informal Desription of Behaviour
The TrakCAD tool is used to model the topology of railway trak layouts. A
segment is the most basi part of a trak and is represented by a direted ar
between two nodes. Eah trak segment has an identier assoiated with it and
multiple segments may be grouped together to form a trak, whih also has
an indentier. Two segments an be joined together using a joint. A point is
used to onnet three segments together, with eah segment belonging to the
same trak. Signals are assoiated with nodes and trak segments as additional
information about the layout.
The user of TrakCAD an add and remove segments, points, and signals,
and perform heks on the well-formedness of the trak layout, e.g., that no
onnetion is onneting more than four trak segments.
6.2.2 Desription of Speiation
There are two modules for TrakCAD, but these modules are not used together.
One module is used to model the input to the program, similar to the graphial
user interfae, while the other is used to model the output of the program.
These two speiations ontain similar operations and states, and there is a
mapping between the output module's state and most of the input module's
state, although there is extra information in the input that is not modelled by
the output module. The output module models similar information at a more
abstrat level than the input speiation.
The input speiation ontains 13 state variables, 14 operations, 16 axioms,
and 378 lines of Sum, and the output speiation ontains 9 state variables, 8
operations, 2 axioms and 170 lines of Sum. While there are not many operations
in either of these, the shemas are onsiderably more omplex than any other
speiations we animated.
6.2.3 Results
The results of the TrakCAD ase study are promising. Our method was easy
to apply and we disovered a signiant number of errors in the speiation.
We found several errors in the two speiations. In the input speiation,
we found 15 errors using a type heker, and 3 semanti errors. In the output
speiation, we unovered 20 type-heking errors, and 10 semanti errors
3
.
The semanti errors were errors suh as shemas stating what values are
not allowed in a set, but not stating what values are allowed in the set. As a
result, Possum was making a non-deterministi hoie of the other values, when
the orret behaviour was to remove the elements from the existing set. Other
3
There were more than 10 semanti errors, but some of these were the same error made
multiple times.
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problems inluded oversights from the designer, suh as forgetting to remove
elements from sets, using 0 instead of 1 as the rst index of a sequene, and in
one ase, forgetting a hanges only statement, thus allowing all state variables
to hange when only one should. The 3 semanti errors unovered in the output
speiation were also made in the input speiation, even though the opera-
tions and data types were signiantly dierent between the two speiations.
6.3 DiÆulties Enountered
One problem was getting one of the shemas to satisfy. The size of the searh
spae was large, so we redued the searh spae required to solve the shema.
For example, we replaed a prediate of the form:
9n : LARGE SET j n 2 SMALL SET  n < x
where SMALL SET  LARGE SET , with
9n : SMALL SET  n < x
This is semantially equivalent, but only requires Possum to searh through
SMALL SET instead of LARGE SET to nd a value n suh that n 2 SMALL SET ^
n < x . This problem is more related to animation tools in general than with
our method.
Another problem we onfronted was trying to debug large shemas. When
using quantiers, it was diÆult to tell the value of quantiers that was aus-
ing them to pass or fail. PiZA [10℄ allows users to embed Prolog ode within
speiations. This kind of funtionality might allow users to print values of
variables during animation to help with debugging. However, this problem is
not a problem with animation, but a problem with debugging, whih is out of
the sope of this paper.
7 Conlusions and Future Work
Speiation animation an be used to hek properties and the behaviour of
speiations. While not oering the same assurane as proofs, animation an
inrease our ondene in the orretness of a speiation.
In this paper, we presented a framework for animation using testgraphs:
direted graphs that model a subset of the states and transitions of the spei-
ation being animated. Sequenes for animation are derived by traversing the
testgraph. We presented tool support to help users onstrut testgraphs and
automate their traversal. This framework was explained using a small exam-
ple of an integer set, and we also disussed the appliation of this method on
two non-trivial speiations. The results from these ase studies were promis-
ing, beause they took little eort and time, and unovered several signiant
problems in both ase studies.
Plans for future work in this area are:
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 Investigate more generi, speiation-independent properties to be heked
on speiations.
 Add funtionality to Possum to allow users to print values of variables
during animation for debugging. A print funtion might be a good way
to do this.
 Compare our approah to model heking and theorem proving, identifying
the most eetive method for nding dierent types of errors.
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